
Meteorology in Mannheim: 
The Palatine Meteorological Society, 1780-1795 

O n  September 15, 1780, Karl Theodor, Elector Palatine of the southern German state of 

Palatinate-Bavaria (Kurpfalzbayern), chartered a permanently funded international network 
of meteorological observers known as the "Societas Meteorologica Palatina." A t  the same time 

he appointed a three-man "meteorological class" in the Mannheim Academy of Sc' lences to  

organize and direct the society and to publish and analyze its copious data. The  newly 
endowed class invited observers at 27 selected academies, monasteries and universities to  join 

the planned endeavor and generously supplied the enthusiastic respondents with precisely 
calibrated instruments, detailed instructions and data forms at state cost. The  forms were 

gathered annually, compared, abstracted, translated and published in elaborate quarto 
Ephemerides by Mannheim's meteorological class until the project collapsed in 1795.' At its 

greatest extent the society encompassed 31 simultaneously recording stations, and a total of 37 
stations, stretching from the Urals to  North  America, participated for at least one year in the 

endeavor (see Appendix). 
Such an extended, coordinated and functioning network realized many of the aims of 

previous and contemporary efforts to  achieve an empirical basis for exact meteorology. 
Attempts at concerted recording of data were always hampered by the vagaries of 

communication and instrumentation. The  Palatine Society achieved a control of its members 

and a standarization of their readings unparalleled until the advent of state weather bureaus 
over half a century later. The  reliability of the extensive data that it produced proved equally 

outstanding and of use to  meteorologists ever since. They served not only as the last impetus 
to  the emancipation of meteorology from its Aristotlean origins, but also as the basis for the 
first synoptic weather charts constructed by Humboldt, Buch and Brandes early in the next 

century. 
Yet, while decades ahead in its operations, the Palatine Society remained firmly anchored 

conceptually and institutionally in its era. I t  thus affords unique insighrs into the nature and 

context of late eighteenth-century science. I n  a recent study Theodore 5. Feldman found that 
eighreenth-century meteorology displayed elements of the transition then occurring in many 
physical sciences from random observation and hypothesis to  "exact experimental physics," 

the joining of physical laws and applied mathematics into an experimental science.' This 
occurred most rapidly in the improvement and use of chemical-meteorological instruments, 

such as the thermometer and barometer, during the last third of the century. Bur organized 
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networks, including the Palatine Society, continued to emphasize the contemporary virtues of 
pure empiricism, practical applications and local conditions to the exclusion of experimental 
climatology. The latter required the concepts of climate and its evolution over time and space 
and both were inventions of the nineteenth century. Only after decades of gathering and 
publishing reliable data at numerous locations, it was thought, could serious studies of the 
weather at each location begin. 

The Palatine Society equally reflected its social origins: the rising influence of science and 
scientists within the southern German Catholic enlightenment. While several valuable studies 
have been devoted to science and learning in enlightenment Germany and Prussia, little 
attention has been directed specifically to the Catholic south? The aim of this paper is to 
outline these distinguishing but little explored features of the Palatine Society. In particular I 
hope to show how the creation of this scientific project may be seen in relation to larger 
cultural and social trends at that time, how these larger trends affected the scientific aims of the 
project, and how these aims led to contributions to the science of meteorology. 

T h e  scientific background 

After the invention of meteorological instruments and the start of systematic observations 
during the seventeenth century, observers sought a basis for exact predictions of the local 
weather by comparing observations made at numerous locations. The new empirically-based 
predictions would replace the long tradition of unsubtantiated farm rules and folk sayings. 
Because of the seasonal cycle of the weather and, especially, because of the association of 
meteorology with astronomy in Aristotlean science, it was often thought that the new 
meteorology would be primarily observational and even reducible in large part to astronomy. 
Many observers expected to find exact periodicities in the local weather and to relate them 
directly, as Aristotle had done, to celestial motions. Such overly optimistic statements as the 
following attest to the astronomical analogy: "Just as incomprehensible as it seems to every 
stranger to astronomy how one is able to predict solar and lunar eclipses and similar celestial 
phenomena in calendars with so much exactness, just as little will the stranger to natural 
science be able to convince himself that one day a time will come when one will be able to 
forecast with the same reliability rain and snow, thunder and lightning - and even several years 
before their occurrence."' 

Among the most elaborate of the early attempts to gather concerted observations were the 
project sponsored by the Accademia del Cimento from 1654 to 1667 and the Royal Society's 
call for meteorological readings in 1724. But after the Royal Society ended its call in 1735 no 
major efforts to gather dispersed data occurred until the last third of the century, despite the 
inclination to international cooperation displayed by such projects as the observations of  the 
transits of Venus.' The reason was the perceived necessity of  tighter control of the observers, 
central coordination of a long-term project and precise comparability of the instruments. 

Although the barometer was well researched and improved standard thermometer scales 
with likely fixed points for calibration were available by the last third of the century, 
construction and materials still caused wide variations. In a comparison of the best English 

' For example, Charler McCleNan: State,  society and university in Germany (170~1914). Cambridge 
1980. Karl Hufbalrer: The formarion of rhe German chemical community (1720-1795). Berkeley 1982. 
' Johann Heinrich Vorgt: Etwas "on des Herrn Hofrarh Gatrerers meteoralogischen Grundjahre. 

Magazin fiir das Neueste 1,l (1781), 1-11. 
Hsrcy Woo& The transits of Venus. A study of eighteenth-century science. Princeton 1959. 



thermometers in 1776, Cavendish found a variation in the boiling point of water of more than 
2 l/Z°F. Lavoisier and co-workers obtained a similar result when they dipped 38 
thermometers simultaneously into a bucket of ice waterh 

In response to such obvious imprecision (and with an eye to their national instrument 
trades), the academic meteorological committees under Cavendish and Lavoisier set them- 
selves the task of standardizing thermometer construction. With data compiled by a 

"multiplication" of observers equipped with new precision instruments, the Paris Academy 
declared in 1776, "we are to hope that physics will soon be augmented by a new science."' 
Toward that end Pire Louis Corte began compiling data recorded at various locations for the 
Sociiti Royale de Midecine in Paris, and recommended the new Paris instlvments to 
observers. Van Swinden, Lamben, Toaldo and other "meteorologists" called for the 
establishment of coordinated observations, and in 1778 1.avoisier set up a small network of 
precisely calibrated barometers in France. A year later he wrote Blondeau that he planned "to 
extend them not only throughout the kingdom but even throughout Europe, if it is po~s ib le . "~  
With instrument makers newly capable of manufacturing large numbers of identical 
instruments in collaboration with physical scientists, such networks were indeed possible. 

Paralleling and stimulating these scientific and instrumental advances was a growing 
governmental concern for exact meteorology as essential to economic prosperity. Because of  
the influence of the weather on agriculture, husbandry and health, meteorology was always 
closely associated with economics. T h e  connection became explicit during the late eighteenth 
century when mercantilistic stares began to appreciate the econonuc value of a healthy, 
growing population and thriving agriculture. The point was driven home after the destructions 
of the Seven Years War (1756-1763) were followed by over a decade of cold and wet summers 
that decreased agricultural productivity and popularion throughout E u r ~ ~ e . ~ S o m e  absolute 
governments, influenced by Physiocratie and worried about a recurrence of the notoriously 
unfruitful yeais at the turn of the century - and the attendant social unrest - encouraged their 
scientists to make comparisons and predictions. While scientists quickly recognized the need 
for more reliable data, instruments and comparative techniques, nearly every new study and 
network after 1770 originated from o r  sought to assist the economics of agriculture and health. 
Pkre Cotte's project for the Sociiti Royale de Mkdecine, the first and largest state-supported 
network before M a ~ h e i m ' s ,  is a prime example.'O In 1774 a persistent cattle plague indueed 
Turgor, the physiocratic Comptroller-General of French finances, to establish a network of 
veterinarians and country doctors to record "medico-meteorological" data. Two years later 
the network expanded into a "medical society" and Cotte, known for his tedious compilation 
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' Sur le froid de 1776. AcadCmie Royale des Sciences, Hisroire 1776, 1-14. P. 9. 
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Hans van Rudloff: Die Schwankungen und Pendelungen des Klimas in Europa.reit dem Beginn der 
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of medico- and botanico-meteorological data from archival sources," began an extensive 
correspondence with  widely dispersed observers of botanical, medical and meteorological 
readings. Cotte annually assembled and published their readings in the memoirs of the 
Medical Society until the Convention suppressed all learned societies in 1793.  

Cotte's project was equally indicative of the state of pre-Palatine meteorology. True to the 
Baconian inclinations of the era, Cotte insisted upon pure empiricism to  the exclusion of all 
hypothesis. His only analysis of the assembled data involved the extraction of monthly highs, 
lows and averages of instrument readings. Moreover, as in all previous networks, Cotte's 
extensive data were supplied b y  volunteer correspondents located in randomly distributed 
sites. Nearly all were amateur observers and some were unfamiliar with the instruments. Even 
worse, despite Cotte's recommendations, most of the instruments were incomparable with 
each other, poorly constructed and unreliable. In 1783  Cotte  complained publicly: "The 
majority employ defective instruments supplied by traveling barometer peddlers. I t  is not  
possible to establish comparisons among observations with such disparate instruments."" 

The Palatine Meteorological Society remedied many of these defects with its own 
instruments, carefully selected locations and observers, and standard instructions and data 
forms. Nevertheless its science remained, like Cotte's, largely empirical and circumscribed by 
the practical needs of its enlightened state. 

Palatine culture 

Attention to the practical value o f  meteorology in the Palatinate (Pfalz), and to the need for 
coordinated research, occurred within the complicated social and cultural transformations 
occurring in that realm after 1760." As Dreyfus pointed ou t  for the Electorate of Mainz, the 
Catholic enlightenment displayed a new self-consciousness: a liberarion from Rome in 
religious matters, a philosophical rationalism imported from northern Pietistic provinces, and 
a "nationalistic," patriotic sentiment."This was accompanied in the social sphere by the rising 
influence of non-landed nobles, lower clerics and professional bureaucrats, all skilled in 
obtaining and administering new scientific, technical and cultural knowledge fo r  state benefit. 
Rulers welcomed the rising status o f  these technical "cameralists," whom they could use 
against such entrenched opponents of state absolutism as the Roman Church. A t  the same 
time cameralist scientists, including those in the Palatinate, never tired of proclaiming the 
usefulness o f  their science for the economic and cultural benefit of their absolutestate and for  
the "happiness" and "perfection" of their fellow subjects." 

Unlike the ecclesiastic Electorate of Mainz, the Palatinate was ruled b y  a secular Elector, 
but the political alignments of state, Church and Pope were nearly identical until 1774. Like 

" Lowir Cotte:  Trait& de mbdorologie. Paris 1774. 
" Louis Cotre, in: SociCrC Royale de MCdecine, Hisroire 1782-1783, 245f Cited by F e l d m n  (note Z), 

p. 214. 
" Since many of there developmenrr are unfamiliar ro non-rpecialiscs and since most of the literacure 

(primary and secondary) is obscure, obsolete and often unavailable outride of Germany, I offer this brief 
but essential summary, 

" F G. Dreyfur: SociPrPs er menralitCs H Mayence danr la seconde moitiC de XVIIIe s%cle. Paris 1968. 
" Palatine examoler include Freihen won Sernrninuen: Von dem EinfluRe. den cine Akademie auf den " 

Geirt der Narion haben rollre. Rheinirche Reitrage zur Gelchrsamkeir (Mannheim) 2,l (1778), 12-25; 
Friedrich Cnrirnir Medicus: Ueber die blor praktirchen Beirpiele. Physikalisch-Okonomirche und 

Bienengerellrchaft ru Lautern, Bemerkungen 1773, 210-259; Georg Adolph Succow: Von dem Nurren 
der Chymie zum Behuf des bijrgerlichen Lebenr, und der Oekonomie. Manlheim 1775. 
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the Febronian bishop-electors of the Rhein provinces, Karl Theodor adhered increasingly to  
an anti-papal stance and t o  a policy aimed at achieving state control of the Church. This 
brought him inw conflict after 1770 with rhe powerful ruling Archbishop of Speyer, for 
whom the ~ a m ~ e r e d  Elector proved n o  match. Dominated in secular affairs by inaugural 
directives16 and in spiritual affairs hy his Jesuit confessor, Karl Theodor and his realm 
remained in the grip of traditional authorities and under the influence of the Jesuit order. But 
even before his confessor's death in 1769, Karl Theodor displayed an urge to independence. 
Enlightened culture and its purveyors served his immediate need. In 1763 the Elector made an 
obvious jesture of support to  the non-Jesuit lower clergy and intellectuals of his realm by 
establishing an Acade~ny of Sciences in Mannheim for the express purposes of promoting local 
secular history and the status of non-Jesuit scholars; all Jesuits were excluded from academy 
membership by electoral decree. This prohibition, zealously sought by the academy, applied 
even to  Karl Theodor's favorite scientist, court astronomer Father Christian Mnyer, S. I., best 
known for his discovery of double stars. 

'Ihe dissolution of the Jesuit order in 1773 brought matters to  a head, causingabrief power 
struggle between the Elector and Archbishop over the disposal of Jesuit property. Karl 
Theodor's Eager subjects turned out  the real winners as they moved into the sudden cultural 
vacuum. Still poliucally weak, but financially unfettered, the Elector fully implemented the 
policy encouraged by his enlightened subjecrs of p i n i n g  internal influence through the 
generous patronage of secular arts, German culture and useful sciences, all opposed by the 
Archbishop. I n  1775 Karl f i e o d o r  gladly endowed a culturally patriotic "German Socicty" 
(Deutsche Gesellschaft) instituted by his newly influential subjects. I n  thesociety's charter he 
declared: "We have always considered the sciences and arts t o  he the foundations of the 
prosperity of a state and therefore, as the true means to  make the happiness of our  loyal 
subjects - which is continually our first and last concern - blossom out,  and to  give them the 
desired degree of permanence, have u k r n  the same under our  especial protection."" T h e  
grateful subjects responded by referring to their Elector as "a well-meaning godhead among 
men" and as "the father of his people." T o  complete the image, his nuturing govertlxnrnl 
became "the mother of sciences."" 

Although Mannheim never attained the brilliance of Weimar, Berlin o r  Vienna, n o  effort o r  
expense was spared in attempting t o  enliven its culture. Besides the Academy and German 
Society, a highly respected German Theatre opened in Mannheim and such luminaries of 
Protestant e n l i g h ~ c n ~ n m t  as Mozart, Lessing and Klopstock settled briefly in the realm before 
being driven out  by the C h ~ r c h . ' ~  In  science, construction of an astronomical observatory for 
Father Mayer was hegun in 1774 and stocked with the best English ins~rulnmts. A year later a 

l6 (Marqrir d'lrrre): K~rlTheodorr Initiation zum regierenden Churfurrt van der Pfalz. G6ttingirchea 
Hirtorirches Magazin 1 (1787), 648-682. 

" "Die Wissenschaften und Kiintte haben wir steo alr die Grundfeare der Wahlsrrnd eincr Starer 
berrachter, und deswegen selbe, als dar wahre Mittel die Gliickseligkeir unserer getreuen Unrerthanen, 
welche unsere ununterbrochene errre und letzte Sorge iat, rufbliihen zu machen, und ihr den wGnrchten 
Grad von Bertlndigkeir ru ~eben,  in unreren ganz beronderen Schurl aufgenommen." Karl Theodor, 
St~ftungsbrief. 13 October 1775 (Badirches Generalkndesarchiv Karlsruhe. Abreilung 77, Faszikel 6397. 
Hereafter: GLA 7716397). 

'' F+drirh Carimir Medinrr: Nichr dar Clima, rondern einc gliicklichc bvrgcrlichr Regierung irt die 
Mutter der Wirrenschafren. Mannhem 1775. Ste/nn von Stengel: Erdffnungrrede. Deutsche Gerellschaft, 
29. Brachrnonar (June) 1778, Rheinische BeirrPge zur Gelehrsarnkeit 2,l (1778). 3-1 1. 

" Documenrr in GLA, Karlrruhc. 
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physical cabinet with lectures and experiments was established in the Residence under the 
direction of Karl Theodor's nowJesuit court priest, Father l o h a n n l a k o b  Hemmer?' 

Such generous patronage continued after Karl Theodor inherited Bavaria at the end of 1777 

but did not  spread to the latter. N o t  only did Karl Theodor's strategy for taming the 
episcopally inclined bishops of his dispersed realm now shift to  a p r ~ - ~ a ~ a l  stance, but Karl 

Theodor entertained little interest in Bavaria, which he tried to  trade to  Austria for the 

Netherlands. After a brief battle with Austria, Frederick I1 of Pmssia forced the Elector to  

accept his inheritance and to  move to  Munich, where he and most of his unhappy officials 
lived nearly as exiles. 

The  economic importance of agriculture, population and applied physical sciences was 
forcefully propagated in che Palatinate by another patriotic assembly, the "Physical-Economic 

and Bee Society" (Physikalisch-Ukonomische und Bienengesellschaft), which also ran a three- 

year college of cameralistic studies (Germany's first) in the rural town of Kaiserslautern?' Karl 

Theodor's repeated confirmations of the Society's independent public school against the 
claims of the Catholic professors in Heidelberg to preside over all higher education served to 

confirm the independent social status of the Physical-Economic Society and its school 
cameralists." This independent scams enabled them to dominate Palatine economic policy 

with their mixture of mercantile and physiocratic economics and to  spread their chief 
economic and scientific teaching derived from it:  agriculture and population were the bases of 

economic prosperity and applied physical sciences were the key to  their growth?' The  
Physical-Economic Sociery made itself useful by researching "economic" (applied) sciences 

and teaching them to future "clever administrators." I t  also made some of the earliest 

demographic studies, while Dr.  Franz Anton Mai, member of both the Academy and the 
Physical-Economic Society, developed an extensive ~ u b l i c  health policy, the leading medical 

"police" program in Germany at that time." 

Although the Physical-Economic Society and its teachings were influential, most its 
members were not. Judging f rom the members' religions, the Sociery was mainly a Protestant 

movement, and Protestants were excluded by law from Karl Theodor's sewice. This left the 
field to  Father Hemmer and his noble Catholic colleague Stefan won Stengel. Hemmer and 

Snngel, both members of the Physical-Economic Sociery, soon conceived, initiated and ran 
the Palatine Me<eorological Society, and both individuals were obvious representatives of the 

culture that spawned it. 

lo Palatine patronage is described more fully by Friedrich Wnltrr; hlannheim in Vergangenheir und 
Gegenwarr. Vol. I .  Mannheim 1907. Adolf Kinner: Die Pflege der Narurwisrenrchafren zur Zeir Karl 
Thlheodorr. Mannheim 1930. 

" Heinrich Webler: Die Kameral-Hohe-Schule zu Laurern (1774-1784). Speyer 1927. Contemporary 
arguments for the cameral school include Ludw~g Benjamin Martin Schmid: Briefe uber die hohe 
Kameralschule zu Lautern. Ersrer Brief (31. Juli 1776). Der Teursche Merkur 8 (1776), 163-172. Friedrich 
Corimir Mediwrcr: Errter BeweiR, daR die Kameralwisrenschaft auf einer besonders hierzu gesrifceren 
Hohen Schule vorgerragen werden musre. Zum Nurzen der Staaren und der Blirger erortert. Sammlung 
kleiner Schriften der Kameral Hohen Schule zu Lautern 1 (1781). 163-188. 
'' Documents in Universititsarchiv Heidelberg, 111 62, Nr. 1 
" ?his is explored by Martin Joseph F ~ n k :  Der Kampf der merkantilirrischen mir der physiokrarirchen 

Doktrin in der Kurpfalc. Neue Heidelberger Jahrbiicher 18 (1914), 103-200. ?he practical economics of 
the cameral school may be found in such texrbooks as Ludwig Benjamin Martin Schmid. Lehre van der 
Sraarswirmchafr. 2. volumes. Mannheim 1780. Johmn Heinrich J ~ n g :  Lehrbuch der Finanz-Wissenschafr, 
Leipzig 1789. 
" Friedrich Carimir Medicrrr: Zusrand der Bevblkerung und Culrur der Unter-Pfalz fiir das Jahr 1771. 

Gor~ingisches Historircher Magarm 1 (1781), 52&524. George Roren: From medical police to rodal 
medicine. Essays on the history of health care. New York 1974. 
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Hemmer and  Stengel 

Like other sons of impoverished peasants in Catholic lands, Father Hemmer had risen 
socially through the Churc i~ .  He was named a court priest in 1760 and in 1768 he joined the 
Academy of Sciences. Despite any scientific interests, his early activities centered on a radical 
reformation o f  Germany orthography, about which he lectured, argued and wrote into the 
middlc 1770s.'' This placed him squarely among the rapidly rising lower clergy ol  the realm 
and in direct opposition to waning authorities. Hemmer's orthographic reforms, which got 
him into the anti-Jesuit Academy, were bitterly opposed by Father Anton Klein, S. ] . ,  teacher 
a t  the Jcsuit School in Mannhrim, rhe leading Latin school for noble boys. But in 1768 the 
Jesuits drove Klein from the school and even the country when, succumbing to enlightened 
reform, he tried to introduce German instnlction and a library of contemporary authors to the 
school. 

By 1774 cultural patriotism had prevailed, the Jesuits were disbanded and Klein returned to 
a court professorship in German literature, personally conferred upon him by Karl Theodor. 
One  of the Elector's Prerlch speaking subjects complained to Voltaire: "Our court has 
suddenly become German; it has renounced French and Italian productions and today it has 
only German come die^."'^ The shifting cultural winds were certainly obvious to Hemmer 
after Klein's appointment. In additiun Stengel probably informed him of the Elector's motive 
for seeretly departing for  Rome upon the Pope's death in 1774: to insure that the Vatican 
could not or  would not interfere in his internal affairs. Stengel's father, the Elector's closest 
councilor, aceompanicd him to Romr. 

Stengel's father was also the Elector's cultural minister, which brought young Stengel, then 
in his early twenties, into contact with Hemmer. While the Elector visited the Vatican, 
Hemmer and Stengel cmbarked upon a joinr study of rhe highly rationalistic philosophy 
expounded by Christian Wolff, professor at the Pietistic university of Halle. I t  was not long 
before they conceived the idea of the aforementioned German Society for the promotion of 
German language and culture in opposition to the predominance of French culture, Church 
Latin and Klein's prolessorhip. Upon his return the Elector was only too happy to support 
"these patriotic endeavors . . . of several loyal and clever men," who, like Hemmer and 
Stengel, turned o ~ t  to be the non-nlling Iowcr clergy and middle lrvrl nobles." 

Although Hemmer helped to initiate the German Sodery, he left its organization to young 
Stengel, who operated with his tactical advice and approval, particularly regarding Klein. 
Hemmer nlrned instead to science. The Elector's awakened inrererr in secular culrure included 
natural science after his return from Rome, and Hemmer immediately founded his physical 
cabinet. With Mayer now occupied at the observatory, Hemmer's scientific interests 
blossomed to take an  the task. In his inaugural lecturc at thc physical cabinrl he dibplayed the 
usual altnlism and enlightened intel lect~al i r~.  "No science is more useful, none more pleasant 

'I H m r n e r :  Abhandlung llber die deurrche Sprache rum Nutren der Plalz, in bffenrlicher akademi- 
scher Verrarnmlung vargeleren. Mannheim 1769. Deuurche Rechtrchreibung. Mannheim 1775. A sample 
of his orthography is found in note 35. 

l6  Cosmo Collrni to Voltaire, 1 January 1777. in: The complete works of Volrrire. Vol. 124. Oxford 
1976. P. 126. 
" "Wir haben daher mir bcaondercm hochsten Wohlgelallcn ersehen, daR in unserer Residenzrtadr 

Mannheim sich einige veruaute und gerchickre Winner zu gerneinrchalrlicher Bearbeimng der deuachen 
Sprxche verbunden habcn." &rl Thcodor, cbarcrr of German Society, 13 October 1775 (GLA 7716397). 
A Iirt of members is also in GLA 7716397. 
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and stimulating than natural science." As the basis for both natural law and new technology, 
"one can justly regard it as the richest source of the happiness of the human race."28 

Also typical of the era, in which new electrical marvels abounded, Hemmer's physics was 
both electrically unified and medically useful. During the 1770s he examined the electricity of 
flames, the deposit of dew on conductors, and formulated theories of air electricity and the 
lightning rod. At Hemmer's behest the Elector overrode the Church's theological objections 
in becoming the first German ruler to order the erection of lightning rods on public 
buildingsz9 In the medical realm, Hemmer researched the death of an unfortunate maiden 
struck by lightning, he cured a half-paralyzed man by electric shocks, and, for clues to hunian 
fertility, he carefully examined the off-spring of electrified pregnant dogs." 

By 1780 Hemmer had added agronomy to his repertoire. In  his speech to the Mannheim 
Academy upon the founding of the Palatine Society, Hemmer proclaimed agriculture and 
medicine to be the primary motives for the project. "What greater need is there for man than 
food and health?" he asked. Since both were subject to the "vicissitudcs" of the atmosphere, 
the carrier of diseases and the provider of beneficial conditions for plants and humans, both 
would benefit from a precise understanding of the weather gained through the concerted 
gathering of meteorological readings." 

While Hemmer's scientific interests and aims may thus be seen in close relation to his social 
and cultural milieu and to his standing in it, Hemmer's meteorology and its applications were 
most influenced by the semi-empirical electrical meteorology offered by Giureppe Toaldo, 
professor of astronomy in Padua. In his prize-winning treatise for the Montpelier Academy in 
1774 on how weather physically affects agriculture, and the practical lessons to be learned 
from this, Toaldo offered an electrical physics of plants and weather from which he extracted a 
series of useful, predictive rules based upon his analysis of 48  years o f  data compiled in 
Padua.". Since the AbbC Nollet had discovered chat electrified plants grow faster, Toaldo 
associated plant growth with heat and electricity, which chinned out sap, causing growth. 
Water, accumulated in clouds by electrical attraction, provided the raw material for growth. 
Precipitation was induced by combinations of air temperature and pressure, measured by the 
appropriate instruments. 

Toaldo derived long-term regulariities in the local weather, which made forecasts possible, 
from his version of "astro-meteorology" : he associated variations in instrument readings with 
his revival of the hypothesis that the atmosphere, like the ocean, should exhibit tides caused by 
the gravitational attraction of the moon and sun. Toaldo tentatively confirmed the hypothesis 
by comparing lunar and solar periodicicies with meteorological readings for each day of the 

Aurzug aus der Rede, womir Herr Abt Hemmer.. . seine Vorlerungen den 10. Windmonar 1778 
er6ffncr hat. Rheinirche Beitriee zur Gelehrsamkeic 2.1 (1778). 143-147. " . .  . " t lemrnrr 1)c elcc~r:ctca!c IIanlmrc ll.r~orna er <ommenrat.one, AcaJcm:ae litccrwaur Srlel~c.rrum 
cr L~reralun, 'Iheorloro-Palarinlr. Pllyr8kt.n 6 (I790 , 13-46 Nachritl>r vun den .n KuhnPlab angclrgrcn 
Wrtrzrlc,tr.tn. Ibld 4 11783 . 21-Rb Veriucla trber dcn ' l h ~ u .  I'falrb~~rr~rclle Rc;rra~c rur Gclrllriamkr~r . ,. " 
1782, part 2, 4 2 4 4 3 0 .  

'O Hemmer: Einige merkwiirdige Werrerschl'ige. Hist. comment. Academ. Elect. Phyrikum 4 (1780), 
87-94, delivered Seprember 1776. Gliickliche Wirkung des elekrrischen Feuers bei einer vieljlhrigen 
Lihmung. lbid., 116-138. Elektrirche Verruche mir belegren Thiercn. Ibid. 5 (1784). 158-165, dclivered 2 
Dcccmber 1781. " Speech published in: Hisroria Socieraris Mereorologicae Palatinat. Ephemerides 1781 (publ. 1783). 
1-54, on pp. 18-23. 
" Giureppe Tooldo: Errai rur la m6riorologie, applique 6 l'agriculture. Montpelier 1775. German: 

Joseph Tooldo: Witteiungslehre fiir den Feldbau. Trans. Johann Gottlieb Stcudel. Berlin 1777. 



year, averaged over 48 years. The resulting correlations and frequencies of readings for each 

day led to statistical predictions. 

Toaldo's advanced analysis and his confirmation of the oft  repeated notion of atmospheric 
tides caused a brief sensation.'' They became known in the Palatinate upon the Elector's 

return f rom Rome. The  Academy prize for 1775, submitted by Hemmer, called lor a 

calculation of lunar and solar effecrs upon barometer variations. But, except for an essay 
review of the German rranslation of Toaldo's book in 1778, that is the only surviving reference 

to the useful science until four years later." By then Karl Theodor was displaying a personal 

interest in meteorology applied to agriculture and a willingness to  fund multiple observations 
to  further the subject. Hemmer's enthusiasm for Toaldo and agriculture abounded. In May 
1779 he wrote the Elector: "Weather observations have nowadays become one of the most 

important branches of natural science after Toaldo showed so convincingly their great 

influence on farming and the g o w t h  of plants, and set the same on a scientific footing. O n e  
now works in all ways with doubled diligence in order to  give this new structure the suitable 
solidity and completeness through multiple observations made with all possible exactness and 
agreement. I also am disposed to contribute my share to  this so useful work."" 

If prompted by utility, Hemmer was nevertheless sincere. During the 1780s he personally 

researched gravirational effects using a newly invented, automatically recording barograph. As 
the organizer and director of the Palatine Society, he required his correspondenrs to  record the 

daily zodiacal position and phase of the moon. H e  also asked them to  record the entire range 
of non-meteorological cameralisric data, such as the growth of crops and the migration of 
birds, as well as monthly mortality, medical, fertility and deomgraphic data. All of these data 
could then be compared directly with one another and any regularities perceived. 

Foundation and function 

T h e  coincidence and mutual encouragement of interests occurring between Karl Theodor 

and his subjects throughout the 1770s were directed coward the institution of a large-scale 
meteorological network by events in neighboring Baden, combined wirh the actions of 

Hemmer and Stengel. In  the introduction to the German translation of his book, Toaldo had 

" Lorrir Cotre: MCmoirer rur la mirCoralogie. VoI. 1. Paris 1788, pp, x and 624. Snmrel Horrley: An 
abridged stare of the weather at London in the year 1774, collected from the meteorological journal of rhe 
Royal Sociecy. Royal Society of London, Philorophical Transactions 65 (1775), 167-193. M. dc la Place: 
Suite des rechercher rur plusieurr polnrs du Systerne du Monde. Acaddmie Royaleder Sciences, MCrnoires 
1776, 525-552,.on p. 541f. I. H. van Swinden: Rerultars des observations m~reorologiques faites en 
I'annee 1778 H Franeker en Frise. Academic lmperiale etRoyale de Bruxelles, Memoires 3 (1700). 401-500. 
In reality there was no signilicanr tidal effect ol the moon on the armosphere. It amounts to only 0.025 
mm of merculy ar the equator and decreases wirh latirude. 
" (Unsigned): Ncue Wi~rerun~slehre, mit ihrer Anwendung auf daa 1778re Jahr. Rheinirche Beirege 

zur Gelehrsamkeir 1 (1777), 289-299. 
l5 "Di wetrerbeobacht~n~rn sind heutiges rages zu einern der wichtigsren zweige der narurlehre 

geworden, nachdern Toaldo ire" grosen einfluB in den Feldbau und den waksrum der pflamen so 
iiberzeugend dar getan, und di selben auf einen wiRenschafrlichen fus gerezet har. Man arbeitet nun aller 
arte mir verdoppeltem lleire, urn direm neuen gebaude durch rnerere, mit aller miiglichen genauigkeir und 
iibereinsrimmune eemachte beobachruneen. di eeh6riee fesriekeit und vollkommenheir zu eeben. Auch " "  U . "  - " - 
ich bin geronnen, dar rneinige ru diaem so nerzlichen werke beizurragen."Hemmer to Karl Theodor, circa 
1 May 1779 (GLA 7716400). 
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called upon cameralist administrators to help improve agriculture by substantiating and 
expanding his semi-empirical rules through the organization of networks of observers.)' While 
Hemmer and Stengel thereafter displayed a greater awareness of the utility of meteorology, 
Toaldo's suggestion generated no response. In Baden, however, lahann Lorenz Bockmann, 
teacher of physics in Karlsruhe and privy councilor to Margrave Karl Friedrich, was moved to 
action. He had little trouble convincing the physiocratic Margrave in 1778 of the agricultural 
benefits of meteorology, nor of the benefits of setting up a "weather institute" of 16 
coordinated observers throughout Baden. Echoing Toaldo in his Wiinsche und Aurirchten, 
Bockmann called upon his colleagues in other lands to do the same for the sake of health and 
agriculture." Encouraging responses poured in, according to Bockmann, including letters of 
active interest from Hemmer, Mayer, Stefan's father Georg von Stengel and Kaiserslautern's 
camera1 school. In early 1779 Hemmer wrote a warm review of Bockmann's booklet?' 

The move to meteorology in Mannheim had already accelerated upon Karl Theodor's 
inheritance of Bavaria a year earlier. Stefan and Georg von Stengel began exchanging data 
between Mannheim and Munich. After joining his father in Munich, Stefan obtained data from 
an engineer in Mannheim, compared them with his own, and presented the results regularly to 
the Elector who, Stengel reported, "gradually expressed more interest in the ~ubject."'~ His 
interest was soon such that Stengel was ordered to render reports every ten days. 

Stengel also remained in touch with Hemmer in the Mannheim residence. Immediately after 
the appearance of Bockmann's booklet, Stengel wrote Hemmer of the idea of "an extended 
society of diligent observers" throughout the realm equipped with comparable instruments in 
order to research the meteorological influence of the moon for agricultural purposes. Hemmer 
responded, wrote Stengel, "immediately full of delight and encouraged me to carry out the 
matter if possible with the support of the Elector." They nearly reenacted the found~ng of the 
German Sociery; Stengel, now privy councilor, carried out the ground work at court with 
tactical advice from Hemmer. The Elector was already sufficiently prepared when Stengel 
presented the idea to him orally. "Thus he too immediately took up the idea with pleasure. 
approved on the spot," and asked Stengel to draft a charter for the project?o 

With encouraging responses to his projec~ in hand, Bockmann traveled to Mannheim in 
1779 to discuss developments there. A collision of interests apparently occurred, probably 
over the possibility of subsuming one project under the other. Bockmann curiously reported 
only an encounter with Mayer, who so far had nothing to do with the Hemmer-Stengel plan. 
When Bockmann's efforts failed later that year, due, he wrote cryptically, "to external 
hindrances of vaiious kinds," the Mannheim Academy immediately called his instrument 
maker, Carla Artaria, to Mannheim to work with Hemmer on producing instruments for its 

" Toaldo: Witter~n~slehre (note 32), p. 9. 
" Bockmnn: Wunrche und Ausrichren zur Eweiterung und Vervollkommung der Witrerungrlehre. 

Karlrruhe 1778. 
Is Hemmer: Wunrche und Aussichten. . . Rheinische Beitrige zur Gelehrsamkeir 2,l (1779), 457470. 

Bockmnn: Beytrgge zur neuesten Gerchichte der Witrerungslehre. Errter Versuch. Karlsruhe 1781. P. 
Iln. Bockmann to lldephons Kennedy, 31 October 1780 (Archiv, Bayerische Akademie der Wisrenschaf- 
ten, Munich. Hereafter: BAW). 
'' Stephiln (sic) van Stengel: Denkariirdigkeiten. P. 150. Typescript prepared from several versions of 

his manuscript (Stadtarchiv Mannheim, Weine Ewerbungen 114). Friedrich Walter: Das Tagebuch des 
I?.-Maj. F. Denis. Mannheimer Gerchichrrblitrer 16 (1915). 52-65. 
'' Stengel: Denk-rdigkeiten (nore 39). P. 150f. 



project!' But  Karlsruhe and Baden were not invited to  join, and absented themselves from, 
the later Palatine Society. 

T h e  decision to  extend the network beyond Palatinate-Bavarian borders may have derived 

from the Bockmann encounter, but it was made months later and with little ado. As late as 

May 1780 Hemmer noted in a letter to  Karl Theodor that their instruments "are, o n  highest 
order, to  be finished as soon a possible and sent throughout all electoral lands."" In  the 

founding charter four months later, the international dimension sounded like an insertion in 

Stengel's draft. Daily observations with comparable instruments were to be made "at several 
notable places of all the electoral lands, also in other regions o f  Europe and the remaining parts 

of the world."" I n  subsequent references Karl Theordor's subjects never failed to  congratulate 

the Elector for his international recognition gained through his patronage of their project." 

By the time that Karl Theodor signed the Society's charter in 1780, the Stengels had 

obtained and, where necessary, trained observers among Italian clerics and Bavarian 
monasteries, Artaria and Henuner had prepared a large stock of identical instruments, 

Hemmer had composed explicit instructions for the observers, invented standard recording 
symbols and data forms, and began inviting foreign locations to  participate. The  locations 

were carefully selected to  insure geographic distribution. Preferance was given to academies, 
universities and monasteries since they could best insure continuity beyond the death of the 

initial observers. 
Hemmer insisted that every location accepting his invitation o r  volunteering its services 

agree in writing to follow his instructions, his "Monitum ad observatores," before he sent 

them any instruments. The instrument packages, dispatched by special courier, contained a 
barometer, two Reaumur mercury thermometers, a hygrometer made from an expanding 

goose feather, and, for selected locations, a magnetic declination needle.'> The  bulb 

barometers and thermometers, each consisting o f  uniform cylindrical glass tubes filled with 
mercury, were thrice heated to  remove all dissolved air from themercury. The barometer was 

mounted o n  a vertical plank next t o  a scale in Paris inches and next to  one of the - 

thermomerers, used to  correct the barometer readings for thermal effects. Because of recent 
improvements in thermometer construction, Hemmer was especially explicit in describing its 

careful constmction. Following DeI.uc's prescriptions for mercury thermometers, Hemmer 
calibrated the 80 "Reaumur scale using the  two fixed points of melting ice (0 "R) and boiling 

water (80 OR) at a barometer reading of 27 Paris inches. The  second thermometer, mounted o n  

" Bockmnn:  Carlsruher meteorologirche Ephemeriden vom Jahr 1779. Carlrruhe 1780. P. 331. N o  
mention of rhe Mannheim developments or of the "external hindrances" appears in Bbckmann's 
correspondence with Kennedy (BAW) or with Markgraf Karl Friedrich von Baden (GLA 481536). 
" ". . . da ich mit einem besonderr berufenen kiinrder unaufherlich an den marchincn arbeite, die auf 

hechsren befehl bald mbglichsr verferriger und durch alle kurfiirsrliche l'nder verrchiket werden rollen" 
Hemmer to Karl Theodar, 9 May 1780 (GLA 21313118). 
" ". . . d d  an mehreren merkwiirdigen Srandt-Orten rimmrlicher kurfiirstlicher Erbstatten, auch in 

andern Gegenden Europens, und der iibrigen Welrrheile kiinfrig nach miiglichst gleichlaufenden auf 
hhchsrc Korten verferrigren Werkreugen tigliche Beobachmngen gemacht und zurammen gebracht 
werden sollen." Karl Theodor, charrer of Palatine Meteorological Soceiry, 15 Herbrunonat (September) 
1780 (GLA 7716400). 
" For example, Hemmer to Karl Theador, 18 Weinmonat (Ocrober) 1781 (GLA21313118). Academy 

ro Elector, 15 Chrisrmonar (December) 1783 (GLA 7716400). 
'' Hemmer: Monirum ad obrenrarores Socieraris Meteoroloaicae Palarinae. In: Hiscoria Sacieratis - 

(note 31). Pp. 8-17. One of Hemmer's rhermomerers survives in the Deuuches Museum, Munich 
Traumiiller (nore I)  provides an extensvie description of the instrumens. 
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a wooden plank, was intended to record air temperature while suspended outside in the shade 
away from buildings. Other instruments, such as a wind vane, rain gauge and an air electricity 
device, were described in the Ephemerides for local construction. 

Each station received annually twelve data forms, one for each monrh. Observations of the 
instruments, placed according to Hemmer's instructions, were to be recorded on the forms 
thrice daily: at 7 AM, 2 PM and 9 PM, and Hemmer's symbols were to be used throughout. 
All of these very explicit instructions, which nearly all observers followed - wirh or without 
prodding from Hemmer - insured the remarkable standardization and reliability achieved by 
the project. 

Hemmer, Father Mayer and Mayer's assistant, Karl Kcnig, constituted rhe new meteorolog- 
ical class of the Mannheim Academy. The Stengel's preferred to remain councilors. Mayer's 
main contribution was to obtain the participation of the Marseills Observatory and the St. 
Petersburg Academy. The latter lined up two other Russian stations, manned by German 
emigres. Mayer was apparently supposed to provide supplemental astronomical readings and 
to help with the analysis of data. Bur, excluded from theAcademy until 1773, Mayer never got 
along well with it. H e  had also ruined his health by moving into his observatory before it was 
finished. When he died in 1783 "with havinghardly laid a hand on the work," as the Academy 
put it, a replacement was neither sought nor funded, and Hemmer and Konig thereafter ran 
the project alone and without complaint. 

The project and amual publication of the Ephemerides continued smoothly until Hemmer's 
unexpected death in 1790, the result of his continual inhaling of mercury fumes while working 
o n  the instruments." Since Hemmer had not designated a successor, the entire project fell to 
his unwilling medical colleague Johann Melchior Giithe, M .  D.,  who tried to give it ro the 
academy secretary, Andreas Lamey. The personal nature of the projecr was obvious, even to 
Stefan von Stengel. "I am surprised that this business at the academy is nor transferred to a 
special member," he wrote Larne~ . '~  Observations and the publication of incoming data 
continued in Mannheim, but Hemmer's organization and control of the project obviously 
died with him. 

Even if its members had little to d o  with the project, the Academy was heavily involved 
financially. Although Artaria's salary and the costs of materials for the instruments were borne 
directly by the state treasury, the project devoured such a sizeable fraction of the academy's 
annual budget that it was ordered to start saving paper in 1784. Of its approximately 10,000 
Gulden per year, it paid out 1500 Gulden for the Ephemerides and related literature and 800 
Gulden for the new class and its ~alaries.'~ In 1785 Hemmer concluded a large, ten-year 
publishing contract for the Ephemerides in order to relieve the academy of annual payments.'9 
The  conrract, which insured publication after Hemmer's death, 6 s  barely fulfilled. Already 

' 6  Diagnosed from Hemmer ro Karl Theodor, 18 Weinmonat (October) 1781 (GLA 213/3118), and 
Ferdinand Denir to Stefan von Stengel, 3 May 1790 (SrengrlLSammlung. Bayerirches Hauprsraatsarchiv. 
Geheimer Hausarchiv, Munich). 
" "Er wnderr  mich daR diesen Geschdt bey der Akadcmie nichr einem berondern Mitgliede 

iibertragen inr." Ste/dn von Stengel ro Andreas Lamey, 10 Weinmonar (Ocrober) 1793 (GLA Sammlung 
Kremer-Lamey, Nr. 157). 

'I Academy accounts for 1783 (GLA 7716400). Academy budger for 1782, in: Ludwig Bergrtriirrrr: 
Der Briefwechsel zwischen Srengel und Lamey. Mannhelmer Genchichtsblarter 8 (1907), 122-133, an p. 
117f 

" Contract mit dem Buchhandler M. Fonrrinedie Ephemerides Mereorolog. betreffend, 1785 (BAW, I 
2611. 



limping after 1790, the project collapsed when the French army crossed the Rhein. Mannheim 
was besieged and occupied in 1795, the academy was temporarily disbanded and Hemmer's 
physical cabinet destroyed. The French got all the way to Munich where they routed Karl 
Theodor from his Nymphenburg residence. The last volume of Ephemerider, for 1792, 
appeared in 1795 with data compiled at 15 perseverant stations. 

Participation and eflect 

Since meteorology was widely recognized as economically useful and in need of empirical 
research, the announcement of Mannheim's project met with widely favorable responses. 
"That is without doubt the true means of guiding the meteorological science soon to its 
perfection," Louis Cotte exclaimed.5o Yet participation in the project, though considerable, 
was less than expected then, or now." The reasons included difficulties in communication, the 
shipment of fragile instruments and personal and political differences. That the project 
succeeded and survived as long as it did is a tribute t o  Hemmer's organization and 
perseverance. 

The object of the Palatine Society was to assemble reliable, long-term readings from which, 
after years of data gathering, patterns and regularities could be perceived. The society thus 
sought and accepted the participation of those most inclined to observation rather than to 
analysis. Practically no interaction occurred between the organizers of the project and those 
constructing an "experimental physics" of the weather through detailed studies of individual 
phenomena, instrumenr readings and geophysical hypotheses. Since such studies often 
involved other sciences, especially chemistry and hydrodynamics, some of the leading 
members of those sciences - Cavendish, Lavoisier, Dalton, DeLuc and the Lichtenbergs - 
constituted the community of non-participating "meteorologists." 

The selection of participanrs according to devotion to observation is reflected in the 
occupations of those who did participate (see Appendix). The  heaviest representation was by -~ ~ .~~ ~~ 

clerics and professors of astronomy and physics. N o  chemists have been detected. That 
Kaiserslautern's professor of "economic chemistry," Georg Adolph Succow, like his school 
colleagues, had nothing to d o  with the project, owed more to religious segregation than to 
scientific selection. 

That communication was a problem is indicated by the circumstance that of the 37 stations 
that delivered data, only 8, and only 4 outside Palatinate-Bavaria, for the entire 
twelve years of the project. Moreover, of the 27 foreign locations initially invited there is no 
recorded response from 11, including every station in the British Isles. The Royal Society of 
London received its invitation but never responded. In this case the reason was, again, 
personal. T h e  society's president, Joseph Banks, claimed that he could find noone to do the 
observations, which did coincide with a lapse in meteorological readings at the Royal Society's 
house and a turn to experiments on the freezing and latent heat of thermometer mercury."But 
Banks had fallen into conflict with most members of the Royal Society's former meteorologi- 

'' Cotte: Memoires (nore 33), p. 3. 
" A combined total of abour 250 systematic observcrr at char time are listed by Cotte: Extrairr et 

rCsulrars des obnervarions rn&r60mlogiques fairer en differences villes. In: Carte: Memoires (note 33). 
Vol. 2. Pp. 189-616; and G~rtnv Hellrnann: Die Enrwicklung der mere~rolo~ischen Beobachtungen in 
Deurschland von den errten Anfangen bir zur Einrichtung rtaatlicher Beobachmngsnetze. Preunrirche 
Akademie der Wirrenschafren, Mach.-Phyrikal. Klarse, Abhandlungen 1926. Nr. 1. 
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cal committee. Not  even Mayer's very good relations with Nevil Maskclyne, astronomer royal 
and former committee member, could be turned to Mannheim's favor. 

Besides Baden, all of Austria absented itself from the project. The university of Vienna was 
invited to participate and Father Maximilian Hell, professor of astronomy, was enthused 
enough about coordinated observations and applied meteorology to have Bockmann's 
Wunsche und Aursichten reprinted in Vienna at his own expense.'' But in 1778 Father Hell 
suffered defeat at the Paris Academy of Sciences in a dispute with Mayer over the existence of 
double stars?' A year later Austria suffered defeat at the hands of Prussia in the conflict over 
Karl Theodor's inheritance. Both defeats probably discouraged Vienna and other active 
Austrian locations from accepting, o r  even responding to, Mannheim's call. 

The shipment of fragile instruments was another major problem. As far as can be 
determined every station required the shipment of at least two parcels, since the first 
invariably arrived in more pieces than it was sent. This was a particular problem in France 
where participarion was much less than expected. Cotte complained to Lavoisier: "The 
extreme difficulty in delivering their instruments in France discourages these gentlemen. Of 
the three cases that have been sent to me, only one has reached me, and the instruments were 
broken by the negligence of the officials, who have ransacked and disordered the 
 instrument^."^^ While this probably explains why Cotte, though accepting his invitation, 
never delivered any data, Mannheim's difficulties in France were compounded by the 
coincidence of its project with Cotte's. There were no simultaneous panicpants in the two 
endeavors. 

Whenever the instruments did get through, they were immediately compared with the local 
devices. The ~om~arisons'indicated'the need for improvements in some instruments, such as 
the hygrometer, but often the barometers and thermometers displayed excellent accord, an 
indication of generally improved construction. In at least two instances, the Dijon and St. 
Petersburg academies, the instruments were judged in such excellent accord that the project 
data were obtained with the old devices.16 

True to the empirical aims of the project, all of the data received from each location 
appeared in extenso in the Ephemerides. Any supplementary studies, analyses or curiosities 
reported by the participants were also published without prejudice. Among the latter were ten 
years of tidal readings recorded by Toaldo's assistant, a report of the phenomenal volcano 
outburst o n  Iceland in 1783, sightings of an apocalyptic "blood red" cloud that settled over a 
terrified Europe that summer, and a brief tabulation of a cold wave that winter." 

All of the voluntary analyses of data concentrated during the first three years upon 
barometer variations and their possible cause. Some of the earliest graphical representations of 

I' Cnvendirh: Observarionr on Mr. Hurchinr's experimenrr for determining the degree of cold ar 
which quicksilver freezer. Royal Society of London, Philosophical Transactions 73 (1783), 303-328. 
Charles Blngden: History of the congelation of quicksilver. Ibid., 329-397. 

Bb'ckmnnn: Beyridge (note 38), p. I ln .  
" R. ( I ) :  Aur der Sternkunde. Rheinische Beitrige zur Gelehrramkeit 2,1 (1779), 473480 .  
Is Corte to Lavoisier, 20 February 1782. In: Lauairier: Correspondance (note 8), p. 710. Hemmer 

complained, too, in: Hirroria Socieratis (nore ?I), p. 45f. 
56 Hrgher Moret: Hirroire mCtioralogique de 1783. Academic der Sciences, Dijon, Nouveaux 

Mirnoirer 1783. part 1, 2w-230. Uohrrnn Albrecht Erler) :  Comparison der instrumens mireorologiques 
envoyer par I'AcadCmic Elccrorale de Mannheim avec ceux de I'AcadCmie IrnpCriale des Sciences. Acra 
Academiae Scientiarum Imperialis Perropolitanae 1782, part 2, 25-27 (separate paging). 
" Unknown ro the reporters, there events were all related. 



data and the notion of mean variation appeared in these s t ~ d i e s . ' ~  Most attention focussed on 
the hypothesis of lunar influence. Hemmer carried the search for such influence the farthest in 
his annual studies of Mannheim's data; he compared the lunar phases with everything he could 
find: barometer, thermometer, wind and weather readings, numbers of births and deaths, the 
migration of insects and the spread of diseases. Such comparisons appeared in simple tabular 
form, followed by qualitative remarks about apparent correlations. In 1783 Hemmer 
employed a more reliable method: his automatic barograph, bought directly from its inventor, 
Changeux. Analysis of the plentiful data that it delivered was significant yet disappointing. 
Hemmer could report only that the barometer dipped briefly for a small fraction of a line as 
the sun crossed the meridian at noon and midnight.i9 Otherwise there were no astronomical 
correlations, and all such studies gave way to pure empiricism in the Ephemerider after 1784. 
O n e  o l  the motivations of the project, a realization of the lingeringhope that detailed weather 
forecasts could be easily derived in advance from celestial motions, met its final empirical 
refutation. Primarily as a result of this and of independent studies of individual phenomena, 
by the early nineteenth century meteorology had finally separated itself entirely from its 
ancient association with astronomy and was turning increasingly to geophysics for definition. 

The comparative tables constructed by Karl Konig and published as appendices to the 
Ephemerides displayed the non-astronomical meteorological conceptions of the organizers of 
the Palatine Society. If one might indulge briefly in "whiggism," a con~parison with 
nineteenth-century presentations indicates that the organizers indeed entertained little 
conception of clinlate as a temporal and spatial phenomenon. The most obvious difference 
from later reports is the lack of a single map in the entire 12 volumes of Ephemerider. 
Inundated with data and deprived of hypotheses, Konig held to traditional static and local 
conceptions of the weather and to empirical methodology. In the appendices he or  the local 
reporter provided monthly extrema, means and variations for each instrument at each 
location. Konig then extracted the annual extrema and variations for a "Tabula generalis 
observatium annua," in which the date of the annual extremum was noted for each location, ~pp-~-p ~~. ~ 

listed by latitude. For two consecutive years the annual tables were joined into one big table, 
"Comparatio annotum collcctorum," but without comment or  conclusion. The apparent 
intent was t o  facilitate perceptions of patterns and regularities in the monthly and annual 
readings, extending over the entire duration and extent of the network. Although more 
grandiose than local, static conceptions, the aim was still far removed from later notions of 
climate and even from a contemporary proto-conception of a zone, published in the 
Ephemerides!' Yet Konig's empiricism precisely satisfied the needs of the day and the more 
modest aim of providing data for future research. When scientists turned early in the next 
century to geophysical hypotheses concerning the causes of instrument variations and their 

Vincent Chiminello: De diurna nocrurnaque oscillarione barometri monitum. Ephemerides 1784, 
233233. Anton Strnadt: Obrervariones meteorologicae uniur lunariur rynodici factae pragae bohemorum 
1785. Ibid. 1785,596ff. Hemmer:Tabula barometrica 11. Ibid. 1783,62f,]ohannJacobPbner: Observario 
oscillationis mercurii in ~ b o  torricelliano erfordiae insriruta. Ibid., 253257. 

59 Hemmer: De Solis in Barornetrum influxu Hirt. er rommenr. Academ. Elecr. Phyrikum 6 (1789), 
50-64. Abridged rranslarion: "Vom Einflurr der Sonne auf dar Barometer, Journal der Phyrik (ed., F.A.C. 
Gren) 1,2 (1790), 218-229. 
'' C"1ertin S~ei~lehner: Excerpra ex dirrerratione: A~rnos~haerae prerro varia observat~onibus 

baroscopicir propriis e t  alienir quaesira. Ephemerides 1782, 414457. Analyzing pre-project dara from 
London, Regensburg and Moscow, Sreiglehner found char certain low-pressure readings were correlated 
so as to indicate the movement of low prerurc across the continent. 
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correlations over geographical distances, the extensive and reliable data of the Palatine Society 
were, as its participants had hoped, readily available and conducive to the ultimatecreation of 
modern climato1ogy.b' 

This rather "whiggish" comparison between Konig's tables and their successors is intended 
to cast the nature of the Palatine Society's science and achievements in sharper relief.The 
confluence of the scientific interests and soical aims of enlightened Palatine intellectuals with 
those of their absolute state helped to make such an extensive, well-supported and open-ended 
project as the Palatine Society possible and helped to encourage the kind of science that i t  
sought and obtained. 

Zurammenfarsung 

Der Aufsatz befaRt sich. rnit der Griindung, dern Betrieb und den Auswirkungen der 
"Pfalzer Meteorologischen Gesellschaft" (Societas Meteorologica Palatina). Die Gesellschaft, 
die von 1781 bis 1792 durch die Mannheimer Akademie der Wissenschaften geleitet wurde, 
war in der  Tat ein internationales Netzwerk fiir die Sarnmlung genauen rneteorologischer 
Beobachtungen, die auf ~er~ le ichbaren ,  aus Mannheim gelieferten Instrumenten abgelesen 
wurden. Die Gesellschaft wird in Z ~ s a r n r n e n h a n ~  mit den kulturellen, sozialen und 
wirtschaftlichen Entwicklungen wihrend der katholischen Aufkl;irung in der Kurpfalz 
untersucht. Ihre wissenschaftlichen Ziele und Ergebnisse werden vor dem Hintergrund der 
Entwicklung der Meteorologie als exakte Natuwissenschaft irn spaten achtzehnten Jahrhun- 
dert betrachtet. 

Anschrifr des Verfassers: 

Prof. David C.  Carridy 
Albert Einstein Papers 

Borron University 
745 Commonwealrh Avenue, Boston MA 02215, USA 

Appendix 

Locationr 

Years of participation in the project are indicated after each location. (If no years are given, the locarion 
did not participate.) I = foreign locarion initially invited. National identifications are modernized. 

Berlin, I, 81-88 
Bologna, I, 82-84, 87-92 
Brussels, I, 82-92 
Budapest (Ofen), I, 81-92 
Cambridge, Mass., USA, 82-87 
Copenhagen, I, 82-88 
Delft, 8 6 8 5  
Den Haag, 82-83 
Dijon, 83-84 
Dublin, I 

Dlirseldorf, 1, 82-84 
Edinburgh, I 
Eidrberg, Norway, 87 
Erfurr, 81-88 
Franeker, Netherlands, I 
Geneva, 1, 82-89 
Godrhaab, Greenland, 87 
Gotringen, 1, 83-85, 87 
Hohenpeirrenberg. Bavaria, 81-91 
Ingolrradr, 81-82 

'' For example, Ludwig Friedrich Kh'mtz: Lehrbuch der Meteorologie. 2 Vols. Halle 1831 








